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GRIT LAB: THE SCIENCE AND PRACTICE OF PASSION AND PERSEVERANCE

PSYC0405 / OIDD2000 Fall 2023

Professor Angela Duckworth
Rosa Lee and Egbert Chang Professor at the University of Pennsylvania

aduckworth@characterlab.org

Maya Brown-Hunt, Duckworth Lab manager and course manager: mbrowhun@sas.upenn.edu

Dr. Paolo Terni, Senior Scientist and Grit Lab course designer: pterni@sas.upenn.edu

In-person, interactive classes: Tuesdays 3:30PM to 6:30PM ET, room SHDH350.

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND GOALS

The aims of Grit Lab are three-fold: (1) to equip you with generalizable knowledge about the
science of passion and perseverance; (2) to help you apply these insights to your own life; and
(3) to inspire you to share these insights with others.

At the heart of this course are cutting-edge scientific discoveries about how to foster passion
and perseverance for long-term goals. As in any undergraduate course, you will have an
opportunity to learn from current research. But unlike most courses, Grit Lab encourages you to
try these ideas out for yourself and share your experiences with others. Yes, this class aims to
change you. If you don’t like that idea, keep in mind that this is an elective required by no
concentration or major.

This course is part of the Stavros Niarchos Foundation (SNF) Paideia Program, which serves as
a hub for civic dialogue in undergraduate education at Penn. SNF Paideia courses offer a
robust, interdisciplinary civic education that is accessible to all Penn undergraduates and
highlights the role that civil discourse, dialogue across difference, and wellness play in
cultivating integrated citizenship within the Penn Community. See how you can get more
involved here.

WHO CAN ATTEND THE COURSE, AND HOW DO I APPLY?

As a Paideia Program course, Grit Lab is open to all Penn undergraduates of any school (Arts
and Sciences, Engineering, Nursing, and Wharton), via an application process. A total of 140
students will be admitted. If there are more applicants than spots available, we will give priority
to Paideia Student Fellows and admit students by lottery.

https://snfpaideia.upenn.edu
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The application is here and it is due by 11:59PM Eastern Time on April 2, 2023

Because so much of Grit Lab happens in a team structure, there is no auditing permitted.

HOW WILL I GET TO KNOW, ANGELA, MY FELLOW STUDENTS, AND MY TA?

At the start of the semester, you will be assigned to a team of 4. You will stay in the same team
throughout the course. As a team, you will meet during class to discuss the previous week’s
assignment and/or to do team activities. Each week, one student will be designated the
moderator of the team discussion—in alphabetical order by last name (i.e., for our first class, the
moderator is the student in the team whose last name comes first in the alphabet, and for the
second class, it will be the next student, etc.).

You will be assigned one of the following TAs, and each TA will mentor up to 4 teams:

● TBD

For concerns that are not specific to your TA, including technology or logistics, please email
penngritlab@gmail.com

Office hours will work as follows: Each student will meet with Dr. Duckworth once per semester
for 5 minutes via Zoom, signing up for a slot here [link to be added]. And hey, it’s like a real room
— when you get there, the prior student may be there, and you can just stay and hang out until
it’s your turn! You are also to meet with your assigned TA once within the first month of class
(this is required) and afterwards as needed. You will schedule office hours with your TA by
emailing them directly.

TYPICAL WEEKLY SCHEDULE

When What

By Sunday at 11:59PM EST ● As a preview, read your TA’s reflection
● Complete the assigned activity
● Complete your reflection and post it on Canvas

By Tuesday at 3:30PM EST ● Read assigned readings

Tuesday, 3:30PM to 6:20PM
EST

In-person lecture, discussion, and group activities
● 5-minute welcome
● 5-minute quiz taking
● 20-minute team discussion and activity
● 20-minute staircase thoughts and discussion

10-MIN BREAK
● 50-minute lecture

https://sasupenn.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_42hlUPgTQlNxYyy
mailto:Penngritlab@gmail.com
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10-MIN BREAK
● 50-minute lecture and discussion, preview of next

week’s activities, and kaizen

WHAT WILL CLASSES BE LIKE?

We will meet in-person for three hours (with two 10-minute breaks) each week. This will enable
you to ask questions in real time, to engage in activities designed to complement the lecture,
and also to engage with your classmates during pair-and-share activities.

GRADING

Grading Details % of Final
Grade

Weekly activities & weekly
reflections

Weekly reflections need to be submitted before
the deadline to be graded. Furthermore, they will
be graded only if you submit the required activity
materials. There is no (full or partial) credit for
late assignments.

50%

Weekly quizzes Quizzes are administered via PollEv, in class, at
the start of each lecture, including lecture 1.

There are no make-up quizzes. In the rare event
of excused absences, we will omit the quiz grade
(i.e., not factor it into your quiz average). At the
end of the semester, we will drop your lowest
quiz grade.

10%

Mid-term reflection on
Discovery Project (Essay)

This written assignment must be turned in by the
deadline to receive full credit. Late assignments
will be penalized 10 percentage points for each
day past the deadline.

10%

Discovery Project Final
(Presentation)

This in-class presentation will be graded on both
content (75%) and delivery (25%).

15%

Class participation Class participation includes attendance, active
engagement in both lecture and team
discussions, participation in team activities, and
participation in office hours. You’re encouraged
to ask questions, share your perspective,
respectfully challenge the perspectives of others
(including your professor), integrate course

15%
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readings, and tie current content to prior classes.

As for readings, your requirement is to read everything. Graded quizzes at the start of each
lecture are largely based on the readings. Reading slowly, and twice, is recommended.

In the next-to-last lecture, you will also present your discovery project to the class, highlighting
the key lessons you learned about your interest, about yourself, and about grit as a
psychological construct.

ATTENDANCE

Attendance is essential and mandatory except in the case of religious / secular holidays or
previously contracted appointments (e.g., medical appointment). It is required that you write to
penngritlab@gmail.com and to your assigned TA within the first two weeks of class (by
September 12) to let us know of any planned absences. Additional exceptions will be made on
a case by case basis. We take attendance every class.

To make up for any absence, you’re required to watch the lecture recording posted on Canvas
and to submit a written reflection (200 word minimum, 500 word maximum) on the lecture topic
to your TA before the following lecture. Failure to do so will result in being marked absent for
the class (and remember, class attendance and participation counts for 15% of the final grade).

WHAT DO WE DO OUTSIDE OF CLASS?

You will try out activities aimed to help cultivate passion or perseverance. You have assigned
readings each week, and you will respond to specific reflection prompts posted on Canvas.

Additionally, you will be engaged throughout the entire semester in a discovery project.

WHAT IS THE DISCOVERY PROJECT?

Throughout the semester, you will complete five tasks off the Discovery Project checklist to help
you discover and develop an interest or multiple interests. These tasks are: completing a
focused internet search, reviewing TED talks/podcasts/online lectures, researching experts,
reaching out to experts, conversing with others who share your interest, participating in the
interest, creating an educational video, interviewing for a job related to your interest, reading a
related book, or signing up for a course.

You can either focus on one interest and complete multiple tasks for that one interest
(specialization discovery project) or you can try different interests and complete different tasks
for multiple interests (sampling discovery project). During the mid-term, you will submit a
reflection on your ongoing discovery project. The reflection will be graded. At the end of the

mailto:penngritlab@gmail.com
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MsfojeJuYN9ywnRFxSLH4iUEwhkU4ym7Udc2bNXHmVk/edit?usp=sharing
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semester, you will give a 5-minute presentation to your cohort (your TA and 11 other students)
highlighting the key lessons you learned about your interest(s), about yourself, and about grit as
a psychological construct. The presentation will be graded as well, both for content (75%) and
delivery (25%).

WHAT IS THE TECHNOLOGY POLICY?

The quality of this class depends on your participation. To minimize distraction and to avoid
distracting others, please have your cell phone on mute and face down—but close by for
periodic Poll Everywhere activities.

Laptops are not allowed in class. If you need to use a laptop or an electronic device for
accessibility reasons, please write to penngritlab@gmail.com within the first two weeks of
class (by September 12) specifying the required accommodation.

ACCOMMODATIONS

Students who require accommodations can go here for Penn resources and can contact
penngritlab@gmail.com for more information about the support we can provide.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

A note on academic integrity: Intellectual development requires honesty, responsibility, and
doing your own work. Penn’s Code of Academic Integrity applies to Grit Lab.

HOW WILL STUDENTS BE KEPT ACCOUNTABLE?

Finally, at the end of the course you will receive a personalized report where all your PollEv
inputs are collected and presented in a coherent narrative to help you remember your
experience in Grit Lab for years to come. In the report you will also find a verbatim quote from
your TA and each of your teammates; 3 of your written reflections, chosen by you as
representative of what you learned in this course; and your attendance record, including the %
of correct quizzes answers and reflections you completed on time according to time-date
stamps.

WHAT SPECIFIC FEEDBACK WILL I GET ON MY OWN INTERESTS, VALUES,
STRENGTHS, ETC.?

Throughout the semester, we will be using Poll Everywhere to administer surveys which
collectively contribute to a personalized report which you (and only you) will have access to at
the end of the course. For this reason, as well as for the in-class quizzes, it is important to
register on Poll Everywhere before class starts. Otherwise, you will get no credit
for the quizzes and we cannot merge your data into your report. So register in advance by going

https://www.vpul.upenn.edu/lrc/sds/index.php
mailto:penngritlab@gmail.com
https://catalog.upenn.edu/pennbook/code-of-academic-integrity/
https://www.polleverywhere.com/guides/student/registration
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to pollev.com/gritlab. Follow the registration prompt to create a Poll Everywhere student account
right there. If you encounter problems, please email penngritlab@gmail.com.

mailto:penngritlab@gmail.com
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SCHEDULE OF TOPICS

1. Welcome to Grit Lab

a. Pre-class activity (by August 29 at 3:30pm ET): Do a good deed. What, exactly?
How? It’s entirely up to you! Lean into your interests and strengths! Be creative!

b. Pre-class readings (by August 29 at 3:30pm ET):

i. Grit Preface and Chapter 1: Showing Up

ii. Duckworth, A., & Gross, J. J. (2014). Self-control and grit: Related but
separable determinants of success. Current Directions in Psychological
Science, 23(5), 319-325.

iii. Love, B. (2019). ‘Grit is in our DNA’: Why teaching grit is inherently
antiblack. Education Week 38(21), 32.

c. Class (on August 29 at 3:30pm ET):

i. Graded in-class quiz on the syllabus and readings

ii. Team activity: Can I ask you a question?

iii. Lecture and discussion: What is grit? How is grit different from talent? What
is success? If grit matters to achievement, what is the importance of
context?

CHOOSE EASY

2. Exploring your interests

a. Pre-class activity (by September 3 at 11:59pm ET): Take the O*NET interest
profiler linked in Canvas and then show it to someone who knows you well

b. Pre-class activity: Design a 2-minute opening ritual for beginning your team
meetings, starting next week and continuing through the end of the semester. On a
single google slide, include the (1) name for your ritual, (2) description of
structure/content/activities, (3) beliefs or values it symbolizes or relates to, and (4)
practical function(s) and/or what makes ritual this immediately rewarding. Make
sure to submit your slide on Canvas.

http://www.wsj.com/public/resources/documents/Grit_excerpt.pdf
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c. Written reflection (by September 3 at 11:59pm ET): Tell a story about how one or
more of your current interests, as indicated in the O*NET interest profiler, emerged
earlier in your life. What will you do for your discovery project?

d. Pre-class readings (by September 5 at 3:30pm ET):

i. Grit Chapter 6: Interest.

ii. Westgate, E. C. (2020). Why boredom is interesting. Current Directions in
Psychological Science, 29(1), 33-40.

iii. Video:
https://www.ted.com/talks/david_epstein_why_specializing_early_doesn_t_
always_mean_career_success

e. Class on September 5 (at 3:30pm ET):

i. Graded in-class comprehension quiz

ii. Team activity: Discussion (directions on slide in class)

iii. Lecture and discussion: What is the emotion of interest? What are your
interests? How do you develop your interests?

3. Affirming your values

a. Pre-class activity and written reflection (by September 10 at 11:59pm ET): Write a
“This I Believe” essay (500 words or fewer) and read it aloud to someone you care
about. How does this relate to your discovery project?

b. Pre-class readings (by September 12 at 3:30pm ET):

i. Grit Chapter 8: Purpose.

ii. Schwartz, S. H. (2012). An overview of the Schwartz theory of basic values.
Online readings in Psychology and Culture, 2(1), 2307-0919.

c. Class on September 12 (at 3:30pm ET):

i. Graded in-class comprehension quiz

ii. Team activity: Discussion (directions on slide in class)

iii. What are values? What happens when we write about our values? What is
purpose?

4. Racing your strengths
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a. Pre-class activity (by September 17 at 11:59pm ET): Fill out the The Big Five
assessment. You will be asked to invite 3 to 5 people who know you well to
complete the same questionnaire—sharing their observations of you. How does
your personality inform your discovery project?

b. Written reflection (by September 17 at 11:59pm ET): Review your Big Five Q360
feedback. What confirmed your idea of who you are—and what surprised you?
How are your personality strengths related, if at all, to your “talents” and your
interests and values?

c. At this point, you should have completed at least one activity in the Discovery
Project checklist.

d. Pre-class readings (by September 19 at 3:30pm ET):

i. Grit Chapter 2: Distracted by Talent.

ii. Duckworth, A. L., Eichstaedt, J., & Ungar, L. (2015). The mechanics of
human achievement. Social and Personality Psychology Compass, 9(7),
359-369.

iii. Roberts, B. W., & Mroczek, D. (2008). Personality Trait Change in
Adulthood. Current Directions in Psychological Science, 17(1), 31–35.

e. Post a comment on another student’s reflection (by September 19 at 2pm ET)

f. Class on September 19 (at 3:30pm ET):

i. Graded in-class comprehension quiz

ii. Team activity: Discussion (directions on slide in class)

iii. What are your talents? What are personality strengths? Can you change
your personality? How do you find a career that fits your interests, values,
and strengths?

5. Goal hierarchies

a. Pre-class activity (by September 24 at 11:59pm ET): Design your own goal
hierarchy.

b. Written reflection (by September 24 at 11:59pm ET): How does your goal hierarchy
align with your values, interests, talents, and personality strengths? What can you
change or do more of to improve your alignment between what you do and your
values, interests, talents, and personality strengths?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MsfojeJuYN9ywnRFxSLH4iUEwhkU4ym7Udc2bNXHmVk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MsfojeJuYN9ywnRFxSLH4iUEwhkU4ym7Udc2bNXHmVk/edit?usp=sharing
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c. Pre-class readings (by September 26 at 3:30pm ET):

i. Grit Chapter 4: How Gritty Are You?

d. Post a comment on a classmate’s reflection (by September 26 at 2pm ET)

e. Class on September 26 (at 3:30pm ET):

i. Graded in-class comprehension quiz

ii. Team activity: Discussion (directions on slide in class)

iii. Lecture: When to quit and when to grit? Goal hierarchies and “callings”.

WORK SMART

6. Goal setting and planning

a. Pre-class activity (by October 1 at 11:59pm ET): Have a curiosity conversation
with someone whose career you admire. My Penn is a terrific resource for
contacting alumni. Don’t tell me you couldn’t set one up! Put a little grit into it!

b. Written reflection (by October 1 at 11:59pm ET): What did you learn from your
curiosity conversation?

c. Pre-class readings (by October 3 at 3:30pm ET):

i. Grit Chapter 5: Grit Grows.

ii. Oettingen, G. (2014). Stop being so positive. Harvard Business Review,
92(10), 9299.

iii. Watch Gabriele Oettingen at the Educator Summit 2018.

iv. Keller, L., Bieleke, M., & Gollwitzer, P. M. (2019). Mindset theory of action
phases and if-then planning. In K. Sassenberg & L. Vliek (Eds.), Social
Psychology in Action, (pp. 23-37). Springer, Cham.

d. Post a comment on a classmate’s reflection (by October 3 at 2pm ET)

e. Class on October 3 (at 3:30pm ET):

i. Graded in-class comprehension quiz

ii. Team activity: Discussion (directions on slide in class)

https://youtu.be/IqA6c5vQlKg
https://mypenn.upenn.edu/s/
https://vimeo.com/286659372
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iii. How do I get from intentions to results? How do I set a goal and make a
plan?

7. Deliberate practice

a. Pre-class activity (by October 8 at 11:59pm ET): Carry out the plan you made for
the 48-hour WOOP for your Discovery Project (i.e., try to follow through on your
plan over the week). Or, if you change your mind, redo the WOOP.

b. Written reflection (by October 8 at 11:59pm ET): What was your Wish, Outcome,
Obstacle, and Plan? What did you learn from your WOOP?

c. Pre-class readings (by October 10 at 2pm ET):

i. Grit Chapter 7: Practice.

ii. Ericsson, K. A., Prietula, M.J., & Cokely, E.T. (2007). The making of an
expert. Harvard Business Review.

d. Post a comment on a classmate’s reflection (by October 10 at 3:30pm ET)

e. Class on October 10 (at 3:30pm ET):

i. Graded in-class comprehension quiz

ii. Team activity: Discussion (directions on slide in class)

iii. How do you practice like an expert?

8. Feedback
Note: usual Sunday deadline moved to Monday because of fall break

a. Pre-class activity (by October 16 at 11:59pm ET):

b. Written reflection (by October 16 at 11:59pm ET): At this point, how skilled are you
in giving and receiving feedback? Where would you like to improve?

c. At this point, you should have completed at least three activities in the Discovery
Project checklist.

d. Midterm essay (500 to 1,000 words):

i. What have you learned so far in the Discovery Project?

ii. Which activity was most impactful to you and why?

https://hbr.org/2007/07/the-making-of-an-expert
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MsfojeJuYN9ywnRFxSLH4iUEwhkU4ym7Udc2bNXHmVk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MsfojeJuYN9ywnRFxSLH4iUEwhkU4ym7Udc2bNXHmVk/edit?usp=sharing
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iii. What concepts and ideas from the class have you implemented in your
Discovery Project?

e. Pre-class readings (by October 17 at 3:30pm ET):

i. Grit Chapter 3: Effort Counts Twice.

ii. Eskreis-Winkler, L., & Fishbach, A. (2019). Not learning from failure—The
greatest failure of all. Psychological Science, 30(12), 1733-1744.

f. Post a comment on a classmate’s reflection (by October 17 at 2pm ET)

g. Class on October 17 (at 3:30pm ET):

i. Graded in-class comprehension quiz

ii. Team activity: Discussion (directions on slide in class)

iii. How can I receive feedback optimally? How can I give feedback optimally?
What is advice and why does it often backfire?

iv. Poll Everywhere: Coachability Scale of the Wharton Character Index

v. Role play

9. Rethinking failure and stress

a. Pre-class activity *and* written reflection (by October 22 at 11:59pm ET): Your
choice—do one of the following: Either (A) create a “failure resume” (see this
example) and submit to http://antiresume.org/ or (B) write about a time you
failed—and then succeeded—at something important to you. This story can be
from any area of your life (school, extracurricular activities, hobbies, personal
relationships, etc.) Include what happened, where and when it happened, who was
involved, and what you were thinking and feeling.

b. Pre-class readings (by October 22 at 2pm ET):

i. Grit Chapter 9: Hope.

ii. Crum, A. J., Handley-Miner, I. J., & Smith, E. N. (2020). The stress mindset
intervention. In G. M. Walton & A. J. Crum (Eds.), Handbook of Wise
Interventions: How Social-Psychological Insights Can Help Solve Problems.
New York, NY: Guilford Press.

c. Post a comment on a classmate’s reflection (by October 24 at 3:30pm ET)

https://www.uni-goettingen.de/de/document/download/bed2706fd34e29822004dbe29cd00bb5.pdf/Johannes_Haushofer_CV_of_Failures%5B1%5D.pdf
http://antiresume.org/
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d. Class on October 24 (at 3:30pm ET):

i. Graded in-class comprehension quiz

ii. Team activity: Discussion (directions on slide in class)

iii. What is the stress response, and how can you deal with it? Coping with
failure and how that relates to perseverance and goal hierarchies.

10.Strategies and habits

a. Pre-class activity (by October 29 at 11:59pm ET):

b. Written reflection (by October 29 at 11:59pm ET): What have you learned about
what works—and what doesn’t—for you in terms of healthy rituals and habits?

c. Pre-class readings (by October 31 at 3:30pm ET):

i. Grit Chapter 11: The Playing Fields Of Grit.

ii. Wood, W., & Neal, D. T. (2016). Healthy through habit: Interventions for
initiating & maintaining health behavior change. Behavioral Science &
Policy, 2(1), 71-83.

d. Post a comment on a classmate’s reflection (by October 31 at 2pm ET)

e. Class on October 31 (at 3:30pm ET):

i. Graded in-class comprehension quiz

ii. Team activity: Discussion (directions on slide in class)

iii. How do you scaffold grit? The process model of behavior, your brain on
autopilot, why immediate temptation beats long-term goals, and how to
make healthy habits.

PAY IT FORWARD

11. Learning from and leaning on other people

a. Pre-class activity (by November 5 at 11:59pm ET): Write a gratitude letter to
someone you’ve never properly thanked. Record a video of you reading it and
send it to them or, take a deep breath and actually read it to them in person.

b. Written experience (by November 5 at 11:59pm ET): Reflect on your gratitude
letter experience. How did it land? How did this make you feel?
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c. Pre-class readings (by November 7 at 3:30pm ET):

i. Grit Chapter 10: Parenting for Grit.

ii. Algoe, S. B., & Haidt, J. (2009). Witnessing excellence in action: The
‘other-praising’ emotions of elevation, gratitude, and admiration. The
Journal of Positive Psychology, 4(2), 105-127.

d. Post a comment on a classmate’s reflection (by November 7 at 2pm ET)

e. Class on November 7 (at 3:30pm ET):

i. Graded in-class comprehension quiz

ii. Team activity: Discussion (directions on slide in class)

iii. How do you grow grit with and for other people? Role models, mentoring
styles, and cultures of grit.

12. Paying it forward

a. Pre-class activity (by November 12 at 11:59pm ET): Team challenge: how many of
these good deeds [ ADD LINK] can you do in one week? (individually then add up
as a team)

b. Written reflection (by November 12 at 11:59pm ET): What did you do? How did it
go? How did it make you feel?

c. At this point, you should have completed at least five activities in the Discovery
Project checklist

d. Pre-class readings (by November 14 at 3:30pm ET):

i. Grit Chapter 12: A Culture of Grit.

ii. Frankl, V. E. (1966). Self-transcendence as a human phenomenon. Journal
of Humanistic Psychology, 6(2), 97-106.

iii. Watch Adam Grant at TED: ‘Are you a giver or a taker?

e. Post a comment on a classmate’s reflection (by November 14 at 2pm ET)

f. Class on November 14 (at 3:30pm ET):

i. Graded in-class comprehension quiz

ii. Team activity: Discussion (directions on slide in class)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q8euZwRvmAZYM4aCgGQjJYjfEyuWkbKH5sAW9YmPL1I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MsfojeJuYN9ywnRFxSLH4iUEwhkU4ym7Udc2bNXHmVk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MsfojeJuYN9ywnRFxSLH4iUEwhkU4ym7Udc2bNXHmVk/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.ted.com/talks/adam_grant_are_you_a_giver_or_a_taker
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iii. For what and for whom? The basic human need to contribute,
self-actualization, and self-transcendence.

No class or deadlines the week of November 20, Thanksgiving Break

13.Discovery project

a. Pre-class activity and written reflection (by Monday November 27 at 11:59pm ET):
Make sure you’ve completed at least 5 items on the Discovery Project Checklist.
Will you pursue this interest in the future? Why or why not? What did you learn?

b. Post a comment on a classmate’s reflection (by November 28 at 2pm ET)

c. Class on November 28 (at 3:30pm ET): Discovery project presentations to cohorts.
Note that you will meet in person as a cohort to do 5-minute, 5-slide (if you want
slides, it’s up to you) presentations to the other students in your cohort, and the
TA(s) that supervise your cohorts. Each presentation will be followed by 2 minutes
of curiosity questions. We will reconvene in our usual classroom at 6pm for a
wrap-up and debrief. If permitted, snacks will be served! Send your Discovery
Project slides to your TA by 3:00pm on Monday April 18th. More details here:
Grit Lab 4.0 Lecture 13: Discovery Project

i. 3:30: Discovery Project Presentations in individual cohort rooms (see link
above)

ii. 4:30: Recommended break (at TA’s discretion)

iii. 4:40: Discovery Project Presentations (continued)

iv. 5:50: Break and walk together to SHDH TBD

v. 6:00: Wrap up and Debrief with Angela

14.Concluding lecture

a. Pre-class activity (by December 3 at 11:59pm ET): TBD.

b. Written activity (by December 3 at 11:59pm ET): Complete comments for each of
your teammates and your TA using the link in Canvas.

c. Pre-class readings (by December 3 at 3:30pm ET):

i. Grit Chapter 13: Conclusion and Afterword

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MsfojeJuYN9ywnRFxSLH4iUEwhkU4ym7Udc2bNXHmVk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X-unrcfTDOP90wygcgiVzlU1Ai7tKdOS1JHBG-k0vJc/edit?usp=sharing
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ii. Lee, T.H., & Duckworth, A. L. (2018). Organizational grit. Harvard Business
Review, 96(5), 98-105.

d. Graded in-class comprehension quiz (by December 5 at 2pm ET): See Canvas
website.

e. Post a comment on a classmate’s reflection (by December 5 at 2pm ET)

f. Class on December 5 (at 3:30pm ET): Highlight reel of Grit Lab.
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Optional Readings & Videos for Deeper Learning

a. Lecture 1, Grit

i. Cody Coleman’s 13-minute TED talk:
https://tedx.stanford.edu/lineup/cody-coleman

b. Lecture 2, Interest

i. Silvia, P. J. (2008). Interest—The curious emotion. Current Directions in
Psychological Science, 17(1), 57-60.

c. Lecture 3, Values

i. Cohen, G. L., Garcia, J., Apfel, N., & Master, A. (2006). Reducing the racial
achievement gap: A social-psychological intervention. Science, 313(5791),
1307-1310.

ii. Serra-Garcia, M., Hansen, K. T., & Gneezy, U. (2020). Can short
psychological interventions affect educational performance? Revisiting the
effect of self-affirmation interventions. Psychological Science, 31(7),
865-872.

d. Lecture 4, Strengths

i. Park, D., Tsukayama, E., Goodwin, G. P., Patrick, S., & Duckworth, A. L.
(2017). A tripartite taxonomy of character: Evidence for intrapersonal,
interpersonal, and intellectual competencies in children. Contemporary
Educational Psychology, 48, 16-27.

e. Lecture 5, Goal hierarchies

i. Kahneman, D., & Deaton, A. (2010). High income improves evaluation of
life but not emotional well-being. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, 107(38), 16489-16493.

f. Lecture 6, Goal setting and planning

i. Locke, E. A., & Latham, G. P. (2002). Building a practically useful theory of
goal setting and task motivation: A 35-year odyssey. American
Psychologist, 57(9), 705-717.

g. Lecture 7, Deliberate practice

https://tedx.stanford.edu/lineup/cody-coleman
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i. Kurutz, S. (2020). Anders Ericsson, psychologist and ‘expert on experts,’
dies at 72. The New York Times.

h. Lecture 8, Feedback

i. Wiggins, G. (2012). Seven keys to effective feedback. Educational
Leadership, 70(1), 10-16.

ii. Schroeder, J., & Fishbach, A. (2016). Match your motivational tactic to the
situation. Harvard Business Review.

i. Lecture 9, Rethink failure and stress

i. Crum, A. J., Salovey, P., & Achor, S. (2013). Rethinking stress: The role of
mindsets in determining the stress response. Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology, 104(4), 716-733.

j. Lecture 10, Learning from and leaning on other people

i. Cho, C. S., Ramanan, R. A., & Feldman, M. D. (2011). Defining the ideal
qualities of mentorship: a qualitative analysis of the characteristics of
outstanding mentors. The American Journal of Medicine, 124(5), 453-458.

k. Lecture 11, Rituals, rules and habits

i. Neal, D. T., Wood, W., & Quinn, J. M. (2006). Habits—A repeat
performance. Current Directions in Psychological Science, 15(4), 198-202.

l. Lecture 12, Pay it forward

i. Koltko-Rivera, M. E. (2006). Rediscovering the later version of Maslow's
hierarchy of needs: Self-transcendence and opportunities for theory,
research, and unification. Review of General Psychology, 10(4), 302-317.


